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UNIQUELY SOUTH
India is a plethora of colors, a dance of tastes and a blend of fragrances! Every state in India is unique and delving into
each thread that makes the Indian fabric so rich and sophisticated is like counting the grains of sand on the beach. Yet,
there is a lot we can learn as marketers, primarily interested in people, their tastes and their choices, by looking at some
macro differences and trends that make the various regions of India as they are. In this section, we will explore in brief the
Southern Zone and what makes it the center of attraction for many of us – let’s start with some macro fundamentals that
point out how different South India is -
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As the above graphic shows, the Southern part of the country is an economic behemoth. It is more urbanized, economically ahead, better developed and even socially ahead of the rest of the country on an average. So, how do the above
factors result in major southern trends? Let’s look at some themes that emerge here –

# 1 SMALL IS BIG!
Given that South is affluent and is more urbanized it is reasonable to assume that it would have access to more brands,
capable of more choices and open to spend more. It is then also reasonable to assume that a lot of FMCG is purchased
in South. Surprisingly, that is not the case. Southern homes purchased about 105 KGs of FMCG on an average in 2018.
Rest of Indian households an average of 115 KGs. For this data and across all further points, we have excluded Atta from
FMCG and looked at the numbers.
In fact, Southern households are in love with smaller packs. The Average Pack Size bought in South is 178 Grams, which is
significantly lesser than the average for Rest of India, which is 215 Grams. If you are a brand struggling in the Southern
market, check out if you are offering a pack size that the Southerners typically buy in your category.

#2 OCCASIONAL SHOPPERS
Like the rest of India, the Southerners also visit the shop every month. However, while the other parts of India shops for
FMCG on 11 occasions in an average month, South shops in only 8 occasions. That means in an entire year an average
Southern household purchases FMCG only 91 times, the corresponding average for the Rest of India is a massive 124 times.
The reason for this is quite clear – because there is greater urbanization and in turn steadier incomes, FMCG purchases
happen in a planned way and in the beginning of the month – 50% of FMCG volume bought in the South is bought in the
first week of the month, whereas in the rest of India this is 45%. Similarly, 72% of all packs that the Southerners bought
were bought in the first two weeks. The corresponding number in rest of India is 65%. If you want the Southerners to look
at your brand, knowing exactly when they are making the purchase in a month becomes very important.

#3 BULK BUYERS
Because South buys small packs it is not right to assume that they buy only small quantities. In fact, their average trip size
for FMCG is 1.15 KGs. That means, on an average they buy 1.15 KGs of FMCG per visit. Rest of India purchases just about
920 Grams. Clearly, even though they buy small packs their preference to visit the shop less often causes them to buy
more packs. This is reflected in the number of packs bought – South buys 586 packs of FMCG in a year; Rest of India buys
534 packs.
Shampoo is a classic example to make here. Every time a Southerner buys shampoo they buy 9 packs on an average. Rest
of the country buys 5 packs. This helps the Southerners make only 17 visits to buy Shampoo, whereas Rest of Indian homes
must make 24 visits.
Not only do the Southern households buy more packs of the same category, but they also buy more categories than the
rest of the country. While Rest of India homes buy about 18 categories in a year, Southern households buy 21 categories
excluding Atta.

#4 HEAVY SPENDERS
We saw earlier that South buys lesser FMCG volume; proportionally their spends should turn up lesser than Rest of India.
That isn’t the case. Southern homes spend an average of Rs. 7892 on FMCG compared to Rs. 7365 spent by the rest. This
means that for every KG of FMCG bought, South is spending Rs. 76, while the rest of India is spending Rs. 64.
The spend is especially heavy for Household Care and Foods & Beverages. On average, Southerners pay 31% more for
Household Care products and 12% more for Food & Beverage products than the rest of the country. Clearly, the smaller
household sizes in the South are allowing the Southerners to spend more on these categories.

#5 SURELY PERSONAL
Continuing with the household sizes, we could expect that because there are fewer members in the household, South
could have lesser purchases in the Personal Care space. That would again be an error. South buys 8.3 KGs of Personal Care
products, while Rest of India buys only 6.7 KGs. If we were to translate this to per person purchase, South buys 1.9 KGs on
an average per person and in Rest of India it is just 1.3 KGs.
Southerners end up buying 580 Grams of Soaps, 120 ML of Shampoo, 200 Grams of Tooth Paste and 900 Grams of Hair
Oils more than the Rest of Indian households. South is a never-miss market for you if you are in the Personal Care space.
South is just one brush stroke in this beautiful painting called India. Each zone offers diverse opportunities and new
challenges to the marketer. In fact, we cannot really treat all Southern states as one too, because there are nuances in
each of the Southern states that are both interesting to know and impacting on our businesses. We will try to explore these
unique markets in the coming editions. The next time you have a South related challenge, be sure to think of the above
differences to beat it; and if you want more, you know whom to reach!
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EMERGING BRANDS
Nisha Hair Colours, Zed Black Agarbatti and Wai Wai Noodles have little similarity in their offering. But they have a
common denominator – they are in our list for the top 10 emerging brands in the country.
Emerging brands are brands that had a penetration between 0.5% and 5% in 2014 and have managed to add at least 1
percentage point by 2018. You may think that 1% delta is too low a target to hit. But out of the 406 brands that had the
required penetration level in 2014, only 44 brands managed to hit this delta. A note here - we ignored seven Patanjali
brands that would qualify for this exercise because much has been said and written about them.
So, do these emerging brands have something in common? What can we learn from their growth for our strategies? We
will explore some key points that we discovered based on this study that we did across 42 categories that are tracked in
both Urban & Rural.

LEARNING # 1: Flexing the Rural Muscle
9 of the top 10 Emerging Brands had stronger Rural Growth compared to Urban. This strong Rural Growth is not a result
of low base, but on the back of strong Rural presence, so much so that 8 of these 10 top emerging brands have over half
their households coming from Rural.
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Typically, launches restrict themselves to Urban, but if you can attract the rural buyer with the right price point, then your
new launch can be poised for quick growth as the data here suggests.

LEARNING # 2: Expanding Geographic Presence
As can be expected, majority of the emerging brands are regional brands. Among the top 10 brands only 2 brands – Dettol
Hand Wash and Himalaya Face Wash had reasonable presence in over 10 markets.
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Though most of these brands remained regional, 6 of the top 10 emerging brands managed to expand into at least one
additional market. For example, Zed Black, an Agarbatti brand was generating 90% of its households from 8 markets in
2014. After four years however, the same 90% households for the brand came from 11 markets, suggesting that it solidified its presence in 3 other markets.
To grow penetration rapidly, venturing into new geographies in the first couple of years also helps greatly.

LEARNING # 3: Category Plays a big part
39 of the 45 emerging brands had an overarching trait – they were either brands from very high penetrated categories
(90% or more penetrated) or the categories where these brands were present were themselves growing at a quick pace.
Both these though appearing dissimilar are indicative of a single trait – the scope for a brand to grow. The highly penetrated categories are often fixed in a consumer’s basket and because every household buys them, brands have an ample
space to grow. Likewise, when the category itself is on the rise, more and more buyers are trying it, therefore, again brands
have a good space to grow.
If your launch is therefore, in a moderately penetrated category, focus on increasing the category footfalls and your brand
will automatically get benefitted as a result.

LEARNING #4: Extent of Price hike matters
For 38 of the emerging brands we captured value data. Given that most of these emerging brands are local brands one
could expect that they are competitively priced. However, 64% of these brands are priced higher than the average
category price per unit (KG / ml). In fact, these higher priced brands were on an average 59% more expensive than the
average category price per unit.
However, because these brands were more expensive to begin with, they took a lower price hike between 2014 and 2018
compared to their categories. For every ten rupees growth in category price per unit, the emerging brands hiked their
prices by 8 rupees on an average.
The consumer is therefore not shying away from buying expensive brands, but there is also an element of stability or lesser
volatility in price these brands are offering, which has made consumers to come into these brands.
To sum up, if you really want your brand to grow in penetration, do not ignore rural. Expand to fresher turfs in the first
couple of years; pricing premium is not a drawback but understand that a stable price attracts consumers better and
finally, know your category to set expectations.

HOW GROWTH HAPPENS?
In the last edition of our newsletter we looked at some myths regarding growth. As a follow up, in this edition let’s look at
how growth really happens! Over the years you must have heard that the most effective way to grow your brand is to
attract new buyers into the brand (or grow penetration). That’s right, but fundamentally, brand sales are a function of
penetration and frequency. We can in fact, further split brand growth as being influenced by the three parameters below
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So, what really drives volume growth for a brand? Is it growing buyer base or growing frequency or increasing the
purchase size? With this question in mind, we looked at 468 brands across 46 different categories that have managed to
grow in the last 4 years to understand the impact of each of the above parameters. We did not consider new launches in
this effort because they’d tilt the scales toward penetration growth.

As expected, penetration is the undisputed king!
438 brands among the 468 studied grew in penetration too. That’s an impressive 93%. Only 67% of these
brands managed to grow in frequency and just 51% managed to increase their ticket size.
Not only are there more cases of penetration growth, but also
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in 70% of the cases, we noticed that the penetration growth
is higher than either the frequency or the basket size
growth. In other words, 7 out of the 10 brands grew
clearly based on penetration.
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Furthermore, among 96% of these brands that
clearly grew on the back of penetration, the
contribution of penetration growth to
overall volume growth was over 50%.
The data overwhelmingly suggests
that growing penetration is the
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Big brands are no exception here
8 of these brands that grew in volume were brands that had over 50% penetration. Among these brands the
contribution of penetration growth to volumes growth is 81% on an average – that’s massive. 31% of the
volume growth happens because of increase in frequency and for half of these big brands households
reduced their trip size, which dragged the ticket size growth by about 12%.

Holistic growth is difficult
Only 25% brands grew on all three fronts. This goes to show holistic growth is quite difficult to achieve. It
therefore makes sense to focus on penetration growth, which is the key driver to growth. In fact, even among
these brands where all three parameters grew, penetration growth contributed to 55% of the brands’ volume
growth on an average. Frequency and Basket size growth contributed to about 23% and 22% respectively.

Growing Purchase Size is tough
31 brands have lost households but still managed to grow in volume. This represents only 7% of the entire
brand base we studied. In 68% of these brands the volume registered growth because of stronger frequency
growth. In other words, when penetration is not working, frequency steps up, but rarely do we see growth
happening on the back of increased basket size. Upgrading consumers to large packs is therefore one of the
toughest jobs in marketing!
To sum up, volume growth is highly dependent on penetration growth – both the extent and the pace. It is
also extremely difficult to grow your brand’s penetration, frequency and trip size together – so, strategies
should be focused on one of these aspects, preferably penetration. Making consumers buy more per trip is
an extremely difficult proposition and very few brands really grew that way, and many of them without
strategizing so!

